irf	NOTES	j.s.
S.D. F. 'Enter le Beau.* Elsewhere in the scene the
F. spelling is always *Beu*
88. put on us, as pigeons feed their young Cf. L.L.L.
5. 2. 315 'This fellow pecks up wit, as pigeons pease*
(see also G. 'put on'). Le Beau had many resem-
blances with Boyet. Celia refers of course to Le Beau's
mincing speech, who talks with lips pursed, as if-they
held grains of corn*
 90.	news-crammed Cf. Ham. 3. 2. 99 promise-
crammed, you cannot feed capons so**
 91.	the more marketable Filling the crops of birds
just before killing in order to increase their weight is
an old poulterer's trick.
marketable. So F.
92.	Eon jour F, 'Boon-iour* For the F. spelling
cf. L.L.L. 5. r. 27-9 (note).
94. Spot? (Collier) F. 'Sport:' The fact that
Collier pretended to find this reading in his 'corrected*
Folio does not detract from its value. From 1. 88 it is
clear that Le Beau articulates mincingly: from 11. 95—
102 it is clear that Le Beau is being bamboozled:
Collier's emendation, therefore, seems to be the only
way of making sense of the passage* It is noteworthy
that the weakening or disappearance of the trilled r
before another consonant was a characteristic of London
pronunciation, especially among educated people, in
the middle of the i6th cent. (cf. Wyld, Hist, of Mod.
Coll. English, pp. 298-99). It is possible that Celia's
jest was a double one, since 'spot* is a kind of pigeon,
though N.E.D. quotes no example of this sense earlier
than 1672*
 98.	decree (Pope) F. 'decrees*
 99.	laid on with a trowel The three are still ridicul-
ing Le Beau, and Touchstone is commended for a
palpable hit. We can only suppose that in the pompous
'as the Destinies decree* he is aping Le Beau or perhaps
some real courtier of whom Le Beau was a caricature

